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carried on pape-. It also-furnishes' him with a legal re-7ord neces-
sary for the collection of delinquent. bills. Among te most con-
venient of the many publications -of this nature is the Medical
News Visiting List.. Its blank pages are arranged to classify and
record memoranda and engagements of every description occurring
in the practice of the physician, surgeon or obstetrician. The
work >opens with printed data of the most useful sort, including an
alphabetical Table of Diseases with Approved Remedies, a'Table
of Doses, Sections on Examinations of Urine, ArtificialRiespiration,
Incompatibles, Poisons and , Antidotes, a Diagnostic Table of,
Eruptic Fevers, and a full page plate showing at a glance .the
incisions for ligation of the various arteries, arl invaliàable' guide in
suçh emergencies.

It is printed on fine, tough pa.per, suitable for pen or pencil,
and durably and handsomely bound in the size of a wallet for the
pocket. When desired a Thumb-letter Index is furnished, which
is an economizer of time. We have used this little book in the
past, and can honestly testify to having had perfect satisfaction, it
being quite a Muzltum in Parvo.

R. C.

Physical Diagnosis. b.iseases of the Thoracic and Abdo-
minal Organs. By Egb2rt Lefevie, M.D. Lea' Brother &
Co., publishers, Philadelphia, 1902.

This is one of the most up- to-date and concise works on, this
important subject.

I is useful: alike to student and practitioner. -The work
reflects credit on the author and the publishers. The subject natter
of the book is. excellent, and , the printingpaper and, engravingz
could not be improvèd upon.

The work is divided into five parts.
Part I. -takes up' tle important subject of Regional Anatomy

in a.ery thoroùgh and. clear manner.
Part II. deals with the methods of diagnosis of diseases of the

Respiraiory System. - The principal diseases ,of the chest are
discussed, and the important poi1its in the diagnosis.

Part III. goes fully into the:methods:of diagnosing cardiac
diseases.

Part I.-in this section the p incipal elêments in the detec-
tion of disease in the abdominaUorgans are dwelt upon, The
principal -diseases are mentioned with their special diagnostic
points.

Tht book ends with Part Y.,.in which there is an excellent
dessertation on X-Ray ork. -Its technique and tie uses to which
it is applied- in medicine froin a diagn'ostic poin of view. 'The
plates in this, section are particula-ly good.

We cónmend the book to allthose interestd in thisdepar
ment of medicine.

G ~.
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